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	PHP Master is aimed at intermediate PHP developers—those who have left their
	newbie status behind, and are looking to advance their skills and knowledge. Our
	aim as authors is to enable developers to refine their skills across a number of areas,
	and so we’ve picked topics that we felt have stood us in the best stead to grow as
	developers and progress our skills and careers.


	It’s expected that you’ll already be working with at least some of the topics we
	cover; however, even topics that may already be familiar to you are recommended
	reading. PHP, perhaps more than many other languages, seems to attract people
	from different walks of life. There’s no sense of discrimination against those with
	no formal education in computing or in web development specifically. So while
	you may be actively using several techniques laid out here, dipping in to the chapters
	that follow could reveal new approaches, or illustrate some underlying theory that’s
	new to you. It is possible to go a long way with the tricks you pick up in your dayto-
	day work, but if you’re looking to cement those skills and gain a more solid
	footing, you’re in the right place.


	This book will assist you in making that leap from competent web developer to
	confident software engineer—one who uses best practice, and gets the job done reliably
	and quickly. Because we’re writing PHP as a way to make a living, just like
	many of you do, we use a “how to” approach. The aim is to give you practical,
	useful advice with real examples as you move through the sections of the book.


	Whatever path brought you here, we hope you find what you’re looking for, and
	wish you the best of everything as you travel onwards.
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Easy Mathematics for BiologistsCRC Press, 1999
Over the past decade or so I have become increasingly concerned that many students on B.Sc. and HND courses in the biological sciences have great difficulty with numerical calculations relating to aspects of biology, whether it is with both the mathematics and the applications, or just a problem applying the mathematics to a particular situation....
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The Cambridge Handbook of Generative Syntax (Cambridge Handbooks in Language and Linguistics)Cambridge University Press, 2013

	Syntax - the study of sentence structure - has been at the centre of generative linguistics from its inception and has developed rapidly and in various directions. The Cambridge Handbook of Generative Syntax provides a historical context for what is happening in the field of generative syntax today, a survey of the various generative...
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Deep-Sky WondersSky Pub Corp, 1998
Highlights from Sky & Telescope's Deep-Sky Wonders column display the independence of thought and devotion to craft that made writer "Scotty" Houston a favorite among readers for almost 50 years. Sky & Telescope magazine contributing editor Stephen James O'Meara has selected and arranged the best of Scotty's work...
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Programming Smalltalk - Object-Orientation from the Beginning: An introduction to the principles of programmingSpringer, 2015

	A straightforward, step-by-step introduction to clear and elegant object-oriented programming. Using a language that's perfect for this kind of programming, the book has been tested in numerous courses and workshops over ten years.


	Programming Smalltalk is particularly suited for readers with no prior programming...
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Digital Futures: Living in a dot.com WorldEarthscan, 2001
Beyond the hype about dot-coms, WAP phones and dot-com entrepreneurs, what impacts will e-commerce have on society? How will it affect jobs and local communities? What will it mean for energy use, transport and the future shape of our cities?  How can we ensure that everyone enjoys the benefits of the new digital technologies?
 
With...
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Building Modern Web Applications Using AngularPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Learn about the core building blocks of Angular
	
		Build and architect high performance web applications
	
		Implement the latest JavaScript concepts in ECMAScript 2015, ECMAScript 2016, and TypeScript
	
		Leverage the latest Angular features to get the most out of your web...
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